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Abstract
Long noncoding (lnc)RNAs modulate gene expression alongside presenting unex-
pected source of neoantigens. Despite their immense interest, their ability to be trans-
ferred and control adjacent cells is unknown. Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) offer a pro-
tective environment for nucleic acids, with pro and antitumourigenic functions by
controlling the immune response. In contrast to extracellular nonvesicular RNA, few
studies have addressed the full RNA content within human fluids’ EVs and have com-
pared them with their tissue of origin. Here, we performed Total RNA-Sequencing
on six Formalin-Fixed-Paraffin-Embedded (FFPE) prostate cancer (PCa) tumour tis-
sues and their paired urinary (u)EVs to provide the first whole transcriptome com-
parison from the same patients. UEVs contain simplified transcriptome with intron-
free cytoplasmic transcripts and enriched lnc/circular (circ)RNAs, strikingly com-
mon to an independent 20 patients’ urinary cohort. Our full cellular and EVs tran-
scriptome comparison within three PCa cell lines identified a set of overlapping 14
uEV-circRNAs characterized as essential for prostate cell proliferation in vitro and
28 uEV-lncRNAs belonging to the cancer-related lncRNA census (CLC2). In addi-
tion, we found 15 uEV-lncRNAs, predicted to encode 768 high-affinity neoantigens,
and for which three of the encoded-ORF produced detectable unmodified peptides
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by mass spectrometry. Our dual analysis of EVs-lnc/circRNAs both in urines’ and in
vitro’s EVs provides a fundamental resource for future uEV-lnc/circRNAs phenotypic
characterization involved in PCa.
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 INTRODUCTION

Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) are secreted membrane-enclosed vesicles ranging from 50 to 1000 nm (Mathieu et al., 2019; Tkach
& Théry, 2016). They are composed of a variety of proteins, lipids, metabolites and nucleic acids, and their cargo is controlled
by specific molecular sorting machineries (Van Niel et al., 2018). Recent efforts have been conducted toward a better and more
rigorous classification of the multiple forms of EVs differing in size and composition (Théry et al., 2018), which led to identifica-
tion of other particles containing proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, often coisolated with EVs. These particles have been called
exomeres, extracellular nanoparticles (ENPs) (Hoshino et al., 2020) or distinct nanoparticles (Jeppesen et al., 2019). EVs and
probably ENPs protect biomolecules from potential degradation by nucleases, proteases or other environmental stress present
in fluids. Since EVs work as a safe way to transport biological information through the whole body, they are now recognized as
an important source of biomarkers in clinics but also as a mechanism of cell-cell communication within tumour cells and their
distant environment (Becker et al., 2016; Tkach & Théry, 2016). Multiple studies in different cancer types have demonstrated that
EVs play an important role in cell proliferation, migration, invasion, angiogenesis, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT),
metastasis and immune response (Kalluri & Lebleu, 2020; Pelissier Vatter et al., 2021; Spinelli et al., 2021; Tkach & Théry, 2016).
EVs also act as a source of antigenic peptides for the activation of T and B cells (Chaput et al., 2004; Wolfers et al., 2001). There-
fore, the role of EVs as potential therapeutic agents is actively considered in addition to their use as diagnostics and prognostic
options (Lebleu & Kalluri, 2020; Reiner et al., 2017; Wiklander et al., 2019) .

RNA studies in biological fluids were mostly focused on small ncRNAs (Buschmann et al., 2018; Murillo et al., 2019; Tosar
et al., 2020) or captured mRNA/circRNA exomes (Hulstaert et al., 2020; Vo et al., 2019), whenever performed on nonvesicular
extracellular (ex)RNAs or EVs/ENPs. Following the early work on urinary microvesicules revealing extensive forms of every
types of long RNAs (Miranda et al., 2014), it is only recently that systematic exRNA whole transcriptome approaches started to
emerge (Amorim et al., 2017; Barreiro et al., 2020; Everaert et al., 2019; Galvanin et al., 2019; Giraldez et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019).
Whole transcriptome analyses assess the numerous types of RNAmolecules including protein-coding RNAs (mRNA), lncRNAs,
fusion transcripts, splice variants and RNA modifications. LncRNAs constitute the most prevalent family in human transcrip-
tome and can exert a plethora of functions, such as epigenetic regulation, chromatin remodelling, regulation of proteins’ activity
and stability, mRNA stability and translation. They make an intimate part of mechanisms controlling cell/tissue homeostasis as
well as various diseases including cancers (Rinn & Chang, 2012) now nicely reported in the CLC2 lncRNA database (Vancura
et al., 2021). Although lncRNAs were initially defined as noncoding, several contain open reading frames (ORFs) that are trans-
lated into functional peptides and subjected to translation-dependent decay (Andjus et al., 2021; Chen, 2020). Among lncRNAs,
circRNAs are circular molecules with a covalently closed loop structure lacking 5′cap and 3′polyadenylated tail, formed through
noncanonical splicing (Kristensen et al., 2019). Due to high stability, circRNAs can be easily found in circulating fluids as exR-
NAs, especially in cancer and proposed as potent biomarkers (Everaert et al., 2019; Hulstaert et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019). CircRNAs
were shown to function as miRNA sponges to prevent mRNA translation or as part of ribonucleoprotein complexes regulating
splicing or transcription (Chen, 2020; Hansen et al., 2013; Okholm et al., 2020). Despite their regulatory potential, expression of
lncRNAs in circulating EVs/ENPs isolated from cancer patients remains poorly explored. Determination of their identity, origin,
and features through comparative transcriptomic studies of liquid and solid biopsies together with existing in vitro cell systems
is a challenge for understanding lncRNAs and circRNAs functional significance.
Urine is an excellent source of biomarkers containing EVs secreted from different tissues/organs alongside the urogenital tract

and is of high value for extracellular vesicler cargo identification now reaching a consensus on the best methodological practices
(Erdbrügger et al., 2021). Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second leading cause of death from cancer in men. During medical digital
rectal examination, prostate material, and particularly PCa cells and EVs, can be released from prostatic ducts into the urethra
and end up in urine. The identification of two well-known prostate-associated RNAs, PCA3, and TMPRSS2:ERG in urinary EVs
(Nilsson et al., 2009) was the starting signal for intense efforts to define novel EVs-RNAmarkers in urine for urological-localized
cancers (Erdbrügger et al., 2021). To date, only two extensive transcriptome profiling have targeted PCa patient’s vesicular or non-
vesicular exRNAs in urine and they are excellent bases for future biomarker discovery on larger cohorts. In an elegant benchmark-
ing study, Everaert et al. were pioneers in performing deep whole transcriptome on carefully isolated urinary vesicular exRNA for
prostate cancer in one patient (Everaert et al., 2019) but lacked the statistics of a larger cohort. Vo et al. provided the first exome
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capture in three PCa patients’ urinary samples but limit their study on nonvesicular circRNA (Vo et al., 2019) for biomarkers
discovery. Both studies lack key information on the originating tissue RNAs, fundamental for future functional studies. Thus,
there is now a need to extend the urine cohort of PCa patients to robustly assess the enrichment of vesicular long exRNA content
in comparison with their paired originating tumours, and more importantly to identify putative regulatory lncRNA enrichment
within the EVs/ENPs.
Here, we performed the first whole transcriptome analysis of prostate tumour tissues and paired urine-derived EV-enriched

ultracentrifugation pellets, called thereafter uEVs, to provide an exhaustive comparison of RNA components between uEVs and
their tissues of origin from the same patients.We showed thatmost of the RNAs enriched in the uEVs are intron-free cytoplasmic
RNA but also contain previously identified functional circRNAs and cancer-related lncRNAs. In addition, we predict lncRNAs
encoding potential neoantigens for which some can have ribosome footprint or can produce detectable peptides in immortalized
cell lines bymass spectrometry. Finally, to orientate subsequent functional studies, we generated and explored the transcriptomes
of three broadly used PCa cell lines and their corresponding EVs. In conclusion, in this study,most of the urine and EVs collection
methodologies (urine collection, storage, RNA extraction and quality controls, see methods) were in line with the gold standard
very recently described by the urine EVs task force (Erdbrügger et al., 2021). Thus, our study provided an extensive resource
for methodologies, tools, and datasets to determine the lncRNA content of uEVs paving a way for future studies of their role in
prostate cancer.

 RESULTS

. CircRNAs are enriched in uEVs

We performed total RNA extraction from matched prostate tumour FFPE tissue and uEVs from six PCa patients, RNA-
sequencing and differential expression analysis. Briefly, after prostatic massage on the patients, urine was collected, depleted
from living cells and cell debris with a series of low-speed centrifugations, followed by ultracentrifugation for 2.5 h, to pellet
mostly microvesicles and exosomes with limited presence of ENPs, normally recovered only after an overnight ultracentrifuga-
tion (Zhang et al., 2019). Although these preparations can still contain some nonvesicular components (Erdbrügger et al., 2021),
we choose to call these pellets uEVs, to simplify reading for the rest of the article (Figure 1a). The size distribution and aspect of
uEVs were analysed by, respectively, Nanoparticle tracking analysis and Transmission Electron Microscopy, showing the pres-
ence of EVs of sizes ranging from 50 to 300 in diameter (Extended data Figure 1a, b and supplemental text). The presence of
transmembrane tetraspanins CD63, CD9 and cytosolic protein Syntenin-1 and absence of the cellular endoplasmic reticulum
protein Calreticulin confirmed the absence of cellular debris in the preparation (Extended Data Figure 1c) (Théry et al., 2018).
Then, RNA from FFPE biopsies and from isolated uEVs were extracted, quantified, and used for total RNA library preparation
using an ultralow input protocol for RNA-sequencing (see supplemental text and Extended Data Figure 1e, f, g). The uniquely
mapped reads (at least five counts for circRNAs and 20 counts for other RNAs, see methods), corresponding to Gencode v32
annotation of snoRNA, snRNA, Repeat, Pseudogene, mRNA, lncRNA and circRNA, were quantified and compared between
uEVs and tissue samples (Extended Data Figure 2a). Quantification of each annotated genomic feature revealed similar RNA
content in both sample types but striking differences in distribution for some RNA families (Extended Data Figure 2b). Remark-
ably, mRNAs and pseudogenes numbers were comparable in both sets, respectively, with 15,490 in FFPE tissues and 13,614 in
uEVs, and 1225 in FFPE tissues and 823 in uEVs, showing that EVs transcriptomes are as much as complex as tumour transcrip-
tomes (Extended Data Figure 2b, Extended Data Table 2). Furthermore, a large majority of reads came frommRNAs confirming
previous results (Everaert et al., 2019). The specificity of the prostate-enriched RNAs was further explored by comparing the
uEVs transcriptome with bladder and kidney tissue transcriptomes (see supplemental text and Extended Data Figure 3a, b and
c) showing statistically significant enrichment of prostatic RNAs (SuperExactTest, p < 10–320), supporting urine as an excellent
source of prostate EVs after prostaticmassage. Among the ncRNA, premiRNA, repeats and snRNAgeneswere under-represented
in uEVs’ transcriptome, whereas circRNAs were over-represented in uEVs with a number of 8796 versus 1240 in tumours. LncR-
NAs and pseudogenes showed a slight reduction in uEVs with 3776 genes in tumour and 1907 in uEVs for lncRNAs, and 1225
in tumours and 823 in uEVs for pseudogenes. Among circRNAs, 66% of uEVs circRNAs and 52% of tumour circRNAs were
found in circBase, with the rest representing novel circRNAs (Extended Data Figure 2b). To further confirm this observation,
we compared the number and the level of expression of circRNAs and lncRNAs in pooled tumour tissues versus pooled uEVs
(Figure 1b). The global correlation between tumour and uEVs indicate a larger disproportion of circRNA in uEV (R2

= 0.35) in
comparison with lncRNAs mostly enriched in tumour (R2

= 0.16). Similar correlations were found in each patient comparing
tumours RNA expression and uEVs (Extended Data Figure 4a) supporting a general tendency for enrichment of circRNAs in
uEVs observed in previous analyses (Everaert et al., 2019).
We next identified the most differentially overrepresented ncRNAs in uEVs and tumours. Differential expression analyses on

the whole transcriptome (Extended Data Figure 4b) and hierarchical clustering by Euclidean distance between pooled uEVs and
tumour tissues datasets (ExtendedData Figure 4c) revealed 4925 enriched RNAs in EVs and 8336 enriched in tumours (Extended
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F IGURE  uEVs are enriched in circRNAs and some lncRNAs. (a). Full transcriptome of paired liquid and solid biopsies of prostate cancer patients.
Experimental procedure from prostate tumour biopsies and urines collections to RNA sequencing, through FFPE biopsies and uEVs isolation. (b). Mean gene
expression of paired Tumour against uEVs (n = 83,980 RNAs if at least one counts, n = 21,397 if at least five counts for cirRNAs and 20 counts for lncRNAs and
other RNAs). DEseq2 normalized counts, for each type of RNA are plotted; circRNAs (orange), lncRNAs (green), all other types of RNAs (grey). Each dot
represents all transcripts for each gene. R2

= 0.35 and R2
= 0.16 for 2029 circRNAs and 3228 lncRNAs, respectively (> = 5 counts for cirRNAs, > = 20 counts

for lncRNAs and other RNAs). (c). Density plot showing the distribution of log2 fold change uEVs/Tumour ratio per gene types. The right side of dotted line
correspond to enriched genes in uEVs compared to Tumour tissues. The left side of dotted line correspond to the enriched genes in tumours compared to
uEVs. Each colour represents an RNA type. Number of total differentially enriched genes in Tumour and uEVs are indicated on the right with the number of
enriched RNA in EVs in bracket. (d). Interaction between the normalized number of counts of the 311 upregulated circRNAs (top) and 274 upregulated
lncRNAs (bottom) in paired Tumour and uEVs for each patient (P1 to P6). Each dot corresponds to a circRNA or lncRNA upregulated in uEVs compared to
Tumour with Log2 FC = 0,5–1 (blue), Log2 FC < 0,5 (grey), Log2 FC > 1 (red). The number of counts for the same RNA, in Tumour and in uEV are linked
together with a line as shown for four circRNAs in the zoom window of patient 6. For each patient are indicated the numbers of circRNA and lncRNA with a
log2(FC) > 1. (e). Heatmap display unsupervised hierarchical clustering with euclidean distance (CED) of 311 circRNAs (left) and 274 lncRNAs (right) up
regulated in uEVs (FC > = 1.5, at least 20 counts) in each of the individual samples from six Tumour biopsies (green), paired six uEVs (black) and 20
independent uEVs (pink) from prostate cancer patients. Colour scales represent z-scores of log10(TPM+1)
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Data Table 4). From these differential analyses, very few or none premiRNAs, snoRNAs, snRNAs and repeats were defined as
significantly overrepresented in urines. In contrast, a subgroup of circRNAs (N= 311),mRNAs (N= 4120), pseudogenes (N= 200)
and lncRNAs (N = 274) were defined as significantly enriched in uEVs compared to tumours (Figure 1c; Extended Data Figure
4b). To explore further to which extent each patient’ urine contained specific noncoding RNAs, we analysed the number of
normalized counts of lncRNAs and circRNAs by plotting each value in uEVs and tumours and calculated for each linked pair the
enrichment value (Figure 1d). Our result showed that most of the differential circRNAs/lncRNAs were reproducibly differential
in all six patients (with a minimum of 88% common circRNAs in patient five and 63% lncRNAs in patient 4, Figure 1d), pointing
to a general rule for the enrichment of the two families of ncRNAs in each specimen. To validate this observation on a larger
cohort, we extracted uEV-RNAs independently from 20 additional PCa patients and performed total RNA-seq experiments.
Our data show that the enriched circRNAs and lncRNAs, previously identified, remarkably present similar levels of expression
in these 20 novel uEVs (Figure 1e). Principle Component Analysis provided a striking cluster of all 26 uEVs’ samples together,
far from the tumour RNAs expression cluster (Extended Data Figure 2c).
We conclude that uEVs cargo all sorts of RNAs in urine with robustly enriched subgroups when compared to their respec-

tive tumours. Among the noncoding RNAs, two subfamilies of lncRNAs and circRNAs present the most important differential
enrichment in vesicular urines, robustly validated in an independent cohort.

. Mature lncRNAs and mRNAs are enriched in uEVs

Next, to further characterize the uEVs RNA content, we compared the genic structures of transcripts in three types of samples,
frozen, FFPE and uEVs, based on read counts across six gencode v32 features: exon, intron, 5′-UTR, 3′-UTR, promoter, and
intergenic region in tumours and uEVs specimens (Figure 2a, Extended Data Table 5). We found that intergenic and promoter
mapped reads were extremely low in uEVs datasets (less than 1% in uEVs vs. 4% in FFPE tumours). This is in striking contrast
with 5′, 3′ untranslated regions and exonic regions all enriched in uEVs (3.2% and 8.3% for 3′UTR, 14.2% and 27% for 5′UTR, and
32% to 62% in FFPE tumours and EVs, respectively). Although the three fractions were sequenced using the same total RNA-
seq protocol, intronic counts were very low in uEVs (2.6%) in comparison to FFPE tumours (46%) or frozen tumour (27%).
Interestingly, the latter comparison confirms previous report on glioblastoma samples showing the enrichment of intronic tags
in FFPE tissues in comparison with frozen tissues, which could be explained by a stabilization of nuclear RNAs (thus intronic
ones) being protected by the FFPE treatment (Esteve-Codina et al., 2017). Nevertheless, despite the prostate FFPE samples showed
a higher proportion of intronic tags (0,7 Exon/intron (E/I) ratio) when compared to the 1,78 E/I ratio of frozen prostate tumour
samples (Figure 2a), the uEVs E/I ratio (35,7) dramatically increased by 50-fold or 20-fold when compared to FFPE’s or frozen
tumours’ E/I, strongly supporting that uEVs are indeed depleted for intronic RNAs. This observation has been further validated
using cellular RNAs and corresponding EVs from three prostate cell lines (Extended Data Figure 5c), where we measured an
average E/I ratio of 14.3 in cEVs, while the cells present a lower ratio of 5,2. We concluded from this experiment that uEVs and
cEVs were robustly devoid of intronic RNAs, when compared to their originating tissues/cells.
To get a quantitative assessment of the uEVs’ intron loss per RNA biotypes, we then analysed the density distribution of read

counts of exonic enrichment, normalized by the lengths of each feature in lncRNAs and mRNAs (Figure 2b). The density plot
showed that uEVs have a significantly larger proportion of exonic-enrichedmRNAs (shift of the Exon-rich peak from log10FC(1)
to log10FC(> 3)). The lncRNAdistributionwas less homogenous than formRNA, probably reflecting the less accurate annotation
for lncRNA exon/intron features (Hezroni et al., 2015). Nevertheless, it also showed a shift in the E/I ratio in uEVswhen compared
to tumours.We conclude that the higher E/I ratios observed in uEVs corresponded to a group of lncRNAs andmRNAharbouring
essentially mature spliced transcripts. Metagene profiling of reads across the two first exons, the first intron and the last exon and
intron of all transcripts with a minimum of three exons (N = 25,166 genes), revealed higher coverage of exons in uEVs than
in tumours and higher coverage of introns in tumours than in uEVs (Figure 2c). These results suggested that uEVs contain
preferentially fully processed mRNAs and lncRNAs, as illustrated for the mRNA GDAP1 and JPH1 (Figure 2d), both harbouring
intronic reads in tumours and none in uEVs. We hypothesized that uEVs carry mature RNAs, most probably originating from
the cytoplasmic compartment, but less or none from the nucleus.

. Nuclear lncRNAs are under-represented in uEVs

To directly prove that uEVs are devoid of nuclear transcripts, we analysed public strand-specific RNA-seq data from cytoplasmic
and nuclear fractions of 22Rv1 PCa cells (Kaul et al., 2020). Nuclear and cytoplasmic transcripts were defined by differential
expression analysis of nuclear versus cytoplasmic datasets (see method). In total, 4518 transcripts were considered as highly
enriched in nucleus and 6419 transcripts as enriched in cytoplasm. It is important to note that the public dataset was produced
from poly(A) RNA-seq, thus missing circRNAs and nonpolyadenylated lncRNAs. Nevertheless, the list of 22Rv1 cytoplasmic and
nuclear-enriched RNAs was intersected with those enriched in tumours (n = 8336) and uEVs (n = 4925) (Figure 3a, Extended
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F IGURE  Intronic RNAs are depleted in uEVs compared to Tumour. (a). Genomic read counts distribution by percentage across exon, intron, 3′UTR,
5′UTR, intergenic and promoter in frozen, FFPE and uEVs biopsies. (b). Distribution of log10(exonic read counts/intronic read counts) normalized by length
from Tumour (blue) and uEVs (red) samples for lncRNA (top, 2151 in tumours, 1393 in uEVs) and mRNA (bottom, 13,084 in tumours, 11,483 in uEVs)
annotations. (c). Metagene of mean coverage for two first exons, last exon, first intron and last intron of 25,166 mRNAs and lncRNAs from Tumour (blue)
and uEVs (red) samples. (d). GGbio-generated RNA read profiling along minus (−; pink) and plus (+; bleu) strands of chr8:74198516–74398516 in Tumour
and uEVs specimens. Arrow lines represent introns and rectangles represent exons of GENCODE-annotated protein-coding gene JPH1 (pink) and part of
GDAP1. The maximum value of coverage, read count is shown in the left panel of read mapping. Some intronic reads are indicated for the two genes

Data Table 6). The assumed cytoplasmic RNAs represented 58% of uEVs-enriched RNAs, whereas the nuclear transcripts were
mostly depleted (representing only 3%) from uEVs (Figure 3b). In contrast, tumours mainly contained transcripts from both
compartments (57%) and nuclear (24%) whereas cytoplasmic RNA fraction was of only 15% (Figure 3b). To distinguish what
type of transcripts were specifically depleted or enriched in the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments in uEVs and tumours,
we inferred the subcellular localization of mRNAs, pseudogenes and lncRNAs from 22Rv1 datasets. The density distribution
of the ratio cytoplasmic/nuclear reads showed that tumour libraries preferentially contained nuclear lncRNAs and pseudogene
transcripts. As expected, the mRNAs were both nuclear and cytoplasmic. On the contrary, in uEVs the majority of enriched
lncRNAs, pseudogenes and mRNA were all detected within the cytoplasmic fraction (Figure 3c). Like the exon/intron analysis,
we observed similar enrichment of cytoplasmic RNAs within the cEVs when compared to their originating in vitro cells, albeit
in a less dramatic proportions (Extended Data Figure 6a, b).
In conclusion, transcriptome analyses of subcellular fractions confirmed that uEVs are enriched in cytoplasmic RNAs, in

agreement with the presence of mostly mature intron-less RNAs.

. Most uEVs-circRNAs are present in EVs released by prostate cell lines

EVs-RNAs have a key role in intercellular communication.While a lot of attention has been focused onmiRNAs in the past, little
is known on the potential functionality of lncRNAs and circRNAs in this intercellular signalling, raising the need to properly
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F IGURE  Depleted lncRNAs in uEVs are nuclear. (a). Experimental procedure, starting from 22Rv1 cell line fractionation polyA RNA-seq, to propose
cytoplasmic or nuclear localization of up-regulated genes in uEVs and up regulated genes in Tumour biopsies. (b). Stacked barplot distribution, by percentage,
of cytoplasmic (blue), nuclear (red), both (yellow) or nonpolyA RNAs (grey) of up-regulated genes in Tumour (8336) and up regulated genes in uEVs (4925).
15.4% and 57.8% upregulated RNAs, respectively, in tumours and uEVs are cytoplasmic; 23.6% and 2.9% are nuclear; 57.2% and 32% are both. (c). Density
distribution of log2 (fold change cytoplasmic/nuclear ratio) per RNA types (7732 RNAs from Tumour and 4556 RNAs from uEVs), mRNA (purple),
pseudogene (yellow), lncRNA (green) in Tumour (top) and uEVs (bottom). The left side of dotted line in both graphs corresponds to the nuclear RNAs, the
right side corresponds to cytoplasmic RNAs

characterize cellular models of EVs cargo. We performed total RNA extraction and sequencing of PC3, DU145, and LNCaP
human PCa cell lines and resulting EVs collected from the cell culture media (cEVs„ characterized by NTA, electronmicroscopy
and Western blotting, Extended Data Figure 1a, b, d). We focused our attention on circRNA species as the most abundant type
of uEVs-lncRNAs (Extended Data Table 7). Strikingly, the intersection of circRNAs present in patients uEVs, cell lines and
cEVs (Figure 4a and Extended Data Table 7) showed 60% (187) cellular and 95% (296) cEVs-circRNAs in common with the
311 uEVs-enriched circRNAs, making these cell lines excellent models for functional studies. Among these uEV-circRNAs, the
androgen-responsive circ-SMARCA5 has been reported to present an oncogenic activity (Kong et al., 2017), and is also detected
within the three cell lines and in their cEVs. This finding supported the attractive hypothesis that circ-SMARCA5, shown to
control cellular proliferation, could act both within the tumour context and the vesicular-mediated signalling. Moreover, we
also identified several circRNAs already named “essential-circRNA” required for high proliferation rate in PCa cell lines (Chen
et al., 2019). Out of these 171 essential circRNAs, 40 (23%) and 130 (76%) were detected in our own PCa cell lines and cEVs,
respectively (Figure 4a and Extended Data Table 7). Among those, 14 were enriched in uEVs as well as in cEVs (Figure 4b and
ExtendedData Table 7) and 12 of these 14 circRNAswere also expressed in cell models as illustrated for circ-GOLPH3 (Figure 4c).
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F IGURE  uEVs-enriched circRNAs contain essential circRNAs and are common to PCa cell lines EVs. (a). Venn diagram showing number
of over-represented circRNAs in prostate cancer uEVs (n = 311), 171 essential circRNAs defined by Chen et al., circRNAs expressed (at least five DEseq
normalized counts) in PC3, LNCaP and DU145 PCa cell lines (cell circRNAs, n = 704) and in cell-EVs (cEVs circRNAs, n = 11,418). (b). List of the 14
essential circRNAs up-regulated in uEVs c. Sequencing read coverage from back splicing of GOLPH3 circRNA, from chromosome 5:32124716–32174319, is
shown using GGplot2 in Tumour, uEVs, PC3, LNCaP and DU145 cEVs and in cells. The maximum value of coverage read count is shown in the left panel of
read mapping. Parental transcript ENST000000265070.7 is schematized by blue rectangles representing exons and black arrow lines representing introns
(shrunk to 100 nt). Junction of back splicing is indicated in light blue.

We conclude that PC3, DU145 and LNCaP PCa cell lines and associated cEVs are excellent cellular models for functional studies
of uEV-enriched circRNAs.

. Cancer lncRNAs census are found both in uEVs-enriched lncRNAs and in PCa cell lines EVs

In addition to circRNAs, lncRNAs have been shown to be associated to cancer promoting or suppressing the tumour progression
(Huarte & Rinn, 2011). Within the last decade enormous efforts have been made not only to list cancer-related lncRNAs but to
provide their mechanistic functions. Several databases have been released reporting their misregulation but also their functional
significance (Mitranscriptome (Iyer et al., 2015) or RNA atlas (Lorenzi et al., 2021) among others). Recently, a nice curated list of
lncRNA-mediating cancer progression has been publicly released as the cancer lncRNA census (CLC2) (Vancura et al., 2021). To
define which of the uEV-enriched lncRNAs could play a role into the hosting cell, we intersected the list of uEVs-enriched, PCa
cellular and cEVs lncRNAs with the 492 CLC2 lncRNAs list (Figure 5a, Extended Data Table 8). Remarkably, 28 CLC2 lncRNAs
were found enriched in uEVs (Figure 5b). Among those, PCAT6 is well enriched in uEVS and is present also in PCa cell lines and
their EVs (Figure 5c). This lncRNA has been firstly described in mitranscriptome as a Prostate CAncer Transcript (PCAT), and
more recently as controlling bladder, and colorectal cancer cell proliferation by sponging miRNA (Ghafouri-Fard et al., 2021).
Our results suggest that in addition to functional circRNAs, uEVs can also transfer functional lncRNAs that could potentially
reprogram gene expression into the hosting cell.
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. uEVS and cEVs are a source of lncRNAs that can be translated into neoantigens

Although lncRNAs are originally defined as unable to code for proteins, some were reported to contain ORF that encodes func-
tional peptides (Chen et al., 2020). Here, we investigated the coding potential of uEV-enriched lncRNAs, with a specific focus on
neoantigenic properties, in comparison with those enriched in tumour tissues. First, to avoid any ambiguity with existing ORFs
or proteins, all lncRNA transcripts overlapping annotated protein-coding genes or pseudogenes fromGencode V32 were filtered
out from the list, to obtain 1404 and 228 lncRNAs, respectively, in tumour and uEVs (Figure 6a). We then defined all potential
coding sequences starting fromAUG codons and finishing with a STOP codon, in the three reading frames (including those that
are shorter than 100 codons). For the genes transcribed into several isoforms, themost prevalent was considered for further anal-
ysis (see method). We retrieved all peptide sequences with at least eight aminoacids, resulting in 11,707 tumours and 862 uEVs
lncRNA-encoded peptides. Neoantigens were then predicted with NetMHCpan-4, using MHC typing computed by seq2HLA
from the RNA-seq file of each patient (Jurtz et al., 2017). To best separate ligands from nonligand peptides, only neopeptides
with an elution ligand index lower than 0.5 were kept, corresponding to 15,677 (5941 unique) for tumours and 768 (351 unique)
for uEVs, derived from 244 and 15 transcripts, respectively (see method, Extended Data Table 9, Figure 6a and Extended Data
Figure 7a). From the top 2% predictions, we estimated that the majority of potential lncRNA-derived neoantigens were 9-mer
peptides (Extended Data Figure 7b), the gold standard size for neoantigen recognition (Dash et al., 2017). This result showed that
both EVs-lncRNAs and tumour-lncRNAs have similar capacities (and proportion) to encode peptides with high affinity binding
toMHC. In conclusion, among the uEVs-enriched lncRNAs, we identified 15 transcripts (called EVs-neoLncRNA hereafter) that
could potentially serve as templates for the translation of 9-mer peptides with potent neoantigens properties, if internalized and
translated into the host cells.
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To determine whether the uEV-LncRNAs could indeed encode for detectable and stable peptides, we performed proteomic
mass spectrometry on PC3, LNCaP and HCT116 cells and compared MS-detected peptides with the predicted encoded peptides
from the ORF of PC3-LncRNAs, of the upregulated uEVs-lncRNAs and the UniProt database (see method). The observed reten-
tion times for these MS-detected peptides were correlated with the calculated hydrophobicity of each unmodified MS-detected
peptide (Figure 6b). The results indicated a correlation for 616 PC3 cellular-lncRNA peptides and eight uEV-LncRNA peptides
(Figure 6b). Strikingly, three MS-peptides found in both aforementioned groups were derived from ORFs of EVs-neoLncRNAs
for which peptides were predicted to be high affinity MHC classI neoantigens, suggesting that these peptides might be stable
enough to be detected (Figure 6b). To confirm that uEV-neolncRNAs showed active translation features, we first quantified
their expression in PC3, DU145 and LNCaP PCa cell lines and corresponding cEVs. As shown in the heatmap, all the 15 EVs-
neolncRNAs are expressed, at least in one of the three cell lines, at lower but comparable levels as the POLR2A mRNA used
here as a moderate expressed control (Figure 6c). We then reanalysed a public ribosome profiling dataset for the PC3 cell line,
to determine ribosome occupancy on the 15 EVs-neolncRNAs (Hsieh et al., 2012). We observed that 5, out of 15 neolncRNAs
expressed in PC3, were associated with actively translated ribosomes (Figure 6c). Finally, ORFs encoding one of the three MS-
detected neopeptides showed ribosome footprints as a mark of an active translation in PC3 cell line (Figure 6c), indicating that
this EV-lncRNA was translated, produced stable peptides, predicted to contain excellent class1 antigen properties. As illustrated,
the POLR2A mRNA showed similar levels (Figure 6d) of Ribosome Protected Fragments (RPFs) as the predicted AL354920.1
EV-neoLncRNA encoding 20 predicted high affinity neoantigens(Figure 6e), for which a tryptic sequence was detected by Mass
spectrometry.
In conclusion, our results showed that uEVs can cargo lncRNAs containing ORFs with a high potential to be translated and

produced peptides with excellent predicted features for MHC classI presentation as neoantigen.

 DISCUSSION

To our knowledge at this date, here we report the first systematic comparison of whole RNA sequencing libraries from paired uri-
nary EV-enriched pellets and prostate tumour FFPE samples. Our results show that uEVs are enriched in intron-free, processed
cytoplasmic RNAs. Remarkably, this extracellular material is enriched in some lncRNAs and circRNAs. Our whole transcrip-
tome analyses confirmed the presence of these lncRNAs in EV pellets obtained from PCa cell lines and hence the utility of in
vitro systems for functional molecular and cellular studies. Recent works suggest that lncRNAs are a largely ignored source of
neoantigens (Laumont et al., 2018) and our results point out several of those as circulating templates for neoantigen production
if internalized in a recipient cell. Historically, a challenge with cell-based phenotypic screens is the difficulty in gainingmolecular
insight that are shared with real tumour expressing tissues. Our results in the present study, however, demonstrate in six paired
tumours and urinary EVs, the robustness of such candidates that can be found in in vitro models. The data generated herein
should thus be an important resource to further investigate loss or gain of function of the prostate circulating RNAs using cellu-
lar models and develop genetic tools to address EVs functional signalling pathways. The power of genome-scale CRISPR/Cas-9
or Cas-13 loss-of-function and gain of-function screens will provide mechanistic clues for such circulating RNAs.
It is conceivable that some of these lncRNAs and circRNAs can be brought in clinics as novel therapeutic strategies to limit

communication with the immune response system or the oncogenic transformation of adjacent cells. EVs secreted by PCa cells
can alter the transcription of infiltrating T cells (Chen et al., 2021) and their RNA content might be part of their signalling activity
controlling key elements in the recipient hosting cells driving their transcription.
We identified here a subset of circRNAs that were previously defined and named “essential”-circRNA to increase proliferation

of prostate cancer cells (Chen et al., 2019). One such oncogenic mechanism could be transferred from tumour to adjacent cells
and tissues to initiate perturbation. Such perturbations could provoke uncontrolled expanding proliferation in proximal cells,
thus overwhelming antitumoural regulators while being beneficial to the initial tumour in a competitive environment. Since we
found that those circRNAs are enriched in circulating EVs, and present in in vitro EVs, it is tempting to further address their
role in intercellular communication using epithelial recipient cells in contact with such EVs containing or not these essential
circRNAs. In contrast, we note that circ-ELK4, the most-enriched circRNA in uEVs and present in cEVs, has been previously
shown to be the most abundant PCa tumour circRNA, whose expression is negatively correlated with proliferation markers for
prostate cancer (Cuzick et al., 2011; Vo et al., 2019), similarly to other circRNAs found to be anticorrelated with proliferative genes
in ovarian normal and cancer cell lines (Bachmayr-Heyda et al., 2015). Furthermore, in uEVs and cEVs, we also found previously
characterized “highly stable” circ-ARID1A, circ-FAM13B, circ-MAN1A2 and circ-RHOBTB3, detected by rtqPCR independently
in nonvesicular urinary samples of PCa patients (Vo et al., 2019) reinforcing the robustness of our approach and the highly
significant enrichment of those circRNAs. These observations raised the exciting hypothesis that such amount of circulating
vesicular circ-RNAs such as circ-ELK4 for instance, could impact proximal normal tissues by contributing to cell cycle arrest
and perturbing again the competitive environment of the tumour. An alternative scenario would follow previous hypothesis
where acquisition of metastatic traits by tumours could be achieved by eliminating a negative regulator such as miR23 through
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exosomes (Ostenfeld et al., 2014). Hence, similarly, the disposal of the cell cycle arrest factor circ-ELK4 in the uEVs, or others,
would promote proliferation of the PCa EV-secreting cells.
Concerning lncRNAs, we similarly identified several of them which might have a functional significance by sponging and

titrating cytoplasmicmiRNA for instance if internalized in the recipient cell. However, in addition to reprogram gene expression,
we propose here that the traveling lncRNAs characterized in this study, might be also susceptible for translation. This hypothesis
is even more attractive since these lncRNAs were originally mostly cytoplasmic and mature. We provide a first list of lncRNA
candidates that can be translated, predicted to form high affinity neoantigens and even produced stable and detectable peptides.
EV-RNAs can in principle serve as a source of novel proteins in recipient cells, since mRNAs transported by EVs can be actively
translated into the recipient cells (Skog et al., 2008; Valadi et al., 2007) even only as short as 1 h after EV uptake during coculture
cells (Lai et al., 2015). Thus, one may hypothesize these circulating neolncRNAs could also be translated in the host cells and act
as a decoy to the immune system or intracellular signalling peptides. One of the attractive scenarios would predict that some
tumour cells not only could silence their own HLA system using epigenetic regulation as recently shown (Griffin et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2021), as some sort of invisibility blanket, but would transfer information and tumour specific neoantigens lncRNA
templates to nontumour adjacent cells. With their fully operational antigen presenting machinery, these cells would then divert
the antitumour immune response away from the true tumour. Furtherworkwill be required to formally demonstrate the existence
of such peptides but also their immunogenicity performance.
In addition to their regulatory roles, circRNAs received considerable attention as potential liquid biopsy biomarkers (reviewed

in (Li & Han, 2019; Bach et al., 2019)), being much more stable than their linear mRNAs isoforms (Jeck et al., 2013) (48h vs.
20h), and are released to the cytoplasm during mitosis, where they show extraordinary stability. Here we showed that circRNAs
are an important fraction of urinary vesicular-enriched lncRNAs, independently of their parental RNA enrichment. Indeed, by
comparing the list of the 4614 enriched RNAs in urine (excluding circRNAs) with the 311 uEV-enriched circRNAs, we observed
that only 130 corresponded to parental linear RNAs leaving 61% enriched circRNAs without a corresponding enrichment of
their parental RNA. This suggests that the mechanism of circRNA enrichment in uEVs could be independent of their parental
linear RNA expression and insteadmay be due to the regulation of splicing mechanisms or to the circRNA lifetime itself. Further
experiments will determine if specific circRNA processing is linked to their externalization.
Several causes could explain the increase of circRNA or lncRNA concentration in urine as for any RNA release in the stream:

(1) cell death induced by stresses like hypoxia, (2) inflammation, (3) antitumour therapies, (4) tumour invasion and (5)metastasis
process. In addition, several reports identified specificmotifs withinmiRNA sequences that could drive their release/retention in
EVs (Garcia-Martin et al., 2022; Temoche-Diaz et al., 2019; Villarroya-Beltri et al., 2013), and it is tempting to extrapolate similar
mechanisms in controlling circRNAs and lncRNAs into EVs.Altogether, thesemight be the reasons for the disproportion between
circRNA and some lncRNA levels in urine versus tumours. EV heterogeneity and subfamily classification are currently the target
of large research efforts (Théry et al., 2018). Our work did not address the specific contents of the different members of the EV
family, nor did we formally demonstrate that the RNA analysed here were specifically incorporated inside EVs: we cannot exclude
that some of the RNA sequences may be nonspecifically associated to EVs secondarily after EV secretion. Further work properly
distinguishing EVs from nonvesicular circulating factors by size exclusion chromatography for instance (Royo et al., 2020), will
address whether some of these extracellular entities contain distinct types of noncoding RNAs. Nevertheless, our results come
as further support of considering these noncoding RNAs as surrogate circulating markers and regulatory elements for prostate
cancer progression (Tucker et al., 2020).

 MATERIAL ANDMETHODS

. Sample collection and processing

Six urine and paired Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded (FFPE) tissue, 20 independent urine were collected from prostate can-
cer patients by Henri Mondor hospital, Créteil, France with written consent and approval by ethical Comité de Protection des
Personnes (CPP) Ile-de-France V, N◦ ID-RCB:2016-A00789-42. All patients were newly diagnosed and had not received treat-
ment for prostate cancer before biospecimen collection.
Following digital rectal exam (DRE) performed by the attending oncologist, first-catch urine samples were collected in 50 ml

Falcon tubes without adding protease, nuclease inhibitors. Urines were placed at 4◦C, centrifuged within 72 h of collection at
2000 g for 12 min followed by 3500 g for 17 min at 4◦C to remove cell debris. A total of 30 ml of supernatant was used for
EVs enrichment by ultracentrifugation at 160,000 g for 2.5 h at 4◦C using a SW32-Ti swing bucket rotor in an Optima L-80 XP
ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, USA). The resultant pellets were resuspended in 100 µl cold PBS and then directly stored at
-80◦C for EVs characterization or vortexed 1 min with 700 µL of Qiazol (Qiagen) then keep 5 min at room temperature before
storage at -80◦C, for RNA extraction.
Absence of bacteria in urine supernatant was confirmed by inoculation on Lennox Broth media plates.
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The prostate biopsies were fixed with 10% neutral buffered formalin solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Merck) at room temperature for
8 h but no longer than 24 h. Tissues were dehydrated through ascending grades of alcohol and cleared in xylene and embedded
into paraffin blocks. Biopsy specimens were stored at room temperature at Henri Mondor hospital.
PC3, DU145 and LNCaP human prostate cancer cell lines, were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas,

VA, USA), and cultured, in triplicate for EVs analyses and in five replicates for mass spectrometry, in RPMI 1640 media supple-
mented with 10% Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS), GlutaMAX (Gibco-Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Five replicates
of human colon cancer cell line HCT-116 were cultured with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with High Glucose,
4 mM of L-Glutamine, 4500 mg/L Glucose and sodium pyruvate (HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS (Eurobio) and 1%
antibiotics (v/v) (penicillin and streptomycin (Gibco)). Cells were maintained at 37◦C in a humidified atmosphere containing
5%CO2.When prostate cells reached 70% confluence, they were washed twice in PBS and cultured for an additional 48h reaching
a maximum of 80–90% confluence, in the same media composition without FBS, to eliminate vesicles coming from the serum.
LNCaP growth media were supplemented in 2 nM dihydrotestosterone. Conditioned medium (3 × 30 ml from a total of 10 to 24
million of cells) was then processed for EV enrichment as described for urine samples. Briefly, mediumwas centrifuged at 2000 g
for 12 min followed by 3500 g for 17 min at 4◦C and an ultracentrifugation at 160,000 g for 2.5 h at 4◦C using a SW32-Ti swing
bucket rotor in an Optima L-80 XP ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, USA). The resultant pellets were resuspended in 100 µl
cold PBS and then directly stored at -80◦C for EVs characterization or vortexed 1 min with 700 µL of Qiazol (Qiagen) then keep
5 min at room temperature before storage at -80◦C, for RNA extraction.

. Extracellular vesicles characterization

Characterization of particle number and size, of the EVs-enriched pellets was performed using nanoparticle tracking analysis
(NTA) using a ZetaView PMX-120 video microscope (Particle Metrix) equipped with a 488 nm laser and the software Zeta
View version 8.05.10. For optimal measurements, samples were diluted with PBS until particle concentration was within the
optimal concentration range for particle analysis. Experiments were performed briefly as follows: the instrument was set at 25◦C,
sensitivity of 70 and shutter of 75. Measurements were done at 11 different positions (five cycles per position) and frame rate of 30
frames per second. 55 s videos were recorded with a resolution of 0.714µm/px). Then, the software tracks the brownianmotion of
individual vesicles, visualized by light scattering, and calculates their size and total concentration with corresponding standard
error.
Electronmicroscopy (EM) was performed on pellets stored at -80◦C and never unfrozen. EV suspension in PBS was deposited

on formvar-carbon-coated cooper/palladium grids for whole-mount analysis as described previously in Chapter 3.Unit3-22
(Théry et al., 2006)). Images were acquired with a digital camera (Gatan Orius) mounted on a JEM-1010 transmission electron
microscope (JEOL Inc., USA) operated at 80 kV.

. Western blot to measure proteins content in EVs and cellular extracts

Cell lysates for Western blot were obtained by incubating HEK293 (for uEVWestern blot) and PC3 or DU145 (for cEVWestern
blot) cell pellets at a concentration of 2× 10 (Hoshino et al., 2020) cells in 25 ul of lysis buffer (50mMTris, pH 7.5, 0.15MNaCl, 1%
Triton X-100) with 2% complete protease inhibitor (Roche) for 20min on ice, followed by an 18,516×g centrifugation for 15min
at 4 ◦C to recover the supernatant. Both cell lysates and EV pellets (10 (Spinelli et al., 2021) particles) were mixed with Laemmli
sample buffer (BioRad), without reducing agent. After boiling for 5min at 95 ◦C, samples were loaded on a 4–15% Miniprotean
TGX stain-free gels (BioRad). Total proteins were imaged from the stain-free gels with the ChemiDoc Touch Imager (BioRad).
Transfer was performed on Immuno–Blot PVDF membranes (BioRad), with the Trans–Blot Turbo Transfer System (BioRad)
during 7min. Blocking was performed during 30min with Blocking Reagent (Roche) in TBS 0.1% Tween. Primary antibodies
were incubated overnight at 4 ◦C and secondary antibodies during 1 h at room temperature (RT). Development was performed
using either the Clarity Western ECL Substrate (BioRad) or the Immobilon Forte Western HRP substrate (Millipore), and the
ChemiDoc Touch Imager (BioRad). Intensity of the bands was quantified using ImageJ.

. Antibodies and reagents

Primary antibodies forWestern blotweremouse antihumanCD63 (BDBioscience, cloneH5C6, 1/1000), -humanCD9 (Millipore,
clone MM2/57, 1/1000), rabbit antihuman Syntenin (Abcam, clone EPR8102, 1/2000). Mouse anti human Calreticulin (Abcam,
clone FMC 75, 1/1000), rabbit antihuman Calnexin (Abcam, clone EPR3633(2), 1/1000).
Secondary antibodies HRP-conjugated goat antirabbit IgG (H+ L) and HRP conjugated goat antimouse IgG (H+ L) was

purchased from Jackson Immuno–Research and used 1/10000.
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. RNA extraction

Extraction of total RNA including miRNA from urinary and cell samples was performed by using the miRNeasy micro kit (Qia-
gen) with modified on-column digestion of DNA recommended by Qiagen for less than 1 µg of RNA. The Modified procedure
consists of reapplying to themembrane the flow-through after digestion andwashing and to prepareRWTbufferwith isopropanol
instead of ethanol. RNA was eluted with 14 µL nuclease free water.
RNA from FFPE tissues was purified using RecoverAll Total Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit for FFPE (Life technologies) from 10

slices of 5 µm. RNA concentration has been evaluated by with Qubit RNA HS Assay Kit (Life technologies). The extracted RNA
was checked for size distribution on the Agilent Bioanalyzer using RNA 6000 Pico kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA).
RNA from frozen tumour prostate tissue was extracted as described previously (Pinskaya et al., 2019) using the TRizol reagent

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s procedure.
The Extracted RNA was checked for concentration and contaminants on NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific) and Qubit fluorometer using Qubit RNAHS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and for size distribution on the Agilent
Bioanalyzer using RNA 6000 Pico kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).

. Preparation of libraries and Illumina sequencing

For each sample, 10 ng of total RNA was used to construct a strand-specific library using SMARTer Stranded Total RNA-Seq
Kit v2 - Pico Input Mammalian kit which incorporates a technology that enables removal of ribosomal cDNA following cDNA
synthesis (Takara Bio, Europe). The librarieswere sequenced onNovaSeq2 sequencing system fromNext–Generation Sequencing
platform of the Institut Curie as 2 × 100 nucleotides paired-end reads to obtain about 50 million reads per sample.

. Bioinformatics analysis

4.7.1 RNA-seq reads quality control and alignment for FFPE and uEVs

The Curie bioinformatic platform performed the quality control of the RNA-seq data using MultiQC, and the alignment of
the reads on the human genome hg38 was done using STAR 2.6.1a, with the following parameters : –outMultimapperOrder
Random –outSAMtype BAM Unsorted –outSAMattributes All –outSAMprimaryFlagOneBestScore –outSAMmultNmax 1
–outFilterTypeBySJout –outFilterMultimapNmax 20 –outFilterMismatchNmax 999 –outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.04 –
alignIntronMin 20 –alignIntronMax 1000000 –alignMatesGapMax 1000000 –alignSJoverhangMin 8 –alignSJDBoverhangMin
1 (Esteve-Codina et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019).

4.7.2 Differential expression analysis of FFPE and uEVs

Read counting was performed for each sample on the human gene annotation gencode v32 (https://www.gencodegenes.org/
human/release_32.html) and on the human repeats (http://www.repeatmasker.org/species/hg.html), using Kallisto 0.46.1 with
the parameter –rf-stranded (Hezroni et al. 2015). The Kallisto index was built with the extracted sequences from the human
genome hg38, using the annotations and the getfasta command of BEDTools 2.29 (for gencode 32, before the extraction, the
exons of all the transcripts of each gene were merged by location, in order to obtain directly the counts at the gene level) (Kaul
et al., 2020).
The tool CIRIquant 1.1 was used on the samples with default parameters to discover the location of circRNAs and to quantify

them (Zhang et al., 2020). The results (counts fromhuman genes, repeats and circRNAs)were concatenated. The conditions FFPE
and uEVs were compared using DESeq2, with the following parameters: betaPrior = FALSE, independentFiltering = F, cooks-
Cutoff= F. Only the features with adjusted p-value<= 0.05,abs(log2FoldChange ) >= 0.585, and normalized counts >= 20 in
at least one sample were retained as differentially expressed. Heatmaps of expression were obtained using the R package Com-
plexHeatmap from bioconductor.

4.7.3 Read count genomic distribution

We created from the human gene annotation gencode32 (https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html) six classes of
genomic features (exon, intron, 5′-UTR, 3′-UTR, promoter, intergenic), as follows: The exons from all the transcripts of each

https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html
https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html
http://www.repeatmasker.org/species/hg.html
https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html
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gene were merged by location, in order to have nonredundant segments of exons, using the merge command of BEDTools 2.29.
Introns were inferred from these exons using the R package GenomicFeatures from bioconductor. The 5′ and 3′ UTRs from
gencode32 were merged and were subtracted from the previous features. Promoters were inferred by using 1 kb upstream of the
first exon (when possible), in respect of the strand. Intergenic parts were constructed after the concatenation of all the previous
features, using the complement command of bedtools. Strand-specific counting from the alignment files was performed on these
features using featureCounts of the Subread package (https://sourceforge.net/projects/subread/files/) (Chen et al., 2019). The
priority order when the counts were on several features was the following: exon > UTRs > intron > promoter > intergenic.

4.7.4 Exon-intron read count ratio

The exons fromall the transcripts of each gene of the human gene annotation gencode32 (https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/
release_32.html) weremerged by location using themerge command of BEDTools 2.29, in order to have nonredundant segments
of exons. Intronswere inferred from these exons using the R packageGenomicFeatures frombioconductor. Geneswith no introns
were discarded.
The alignment files were converted to BEDPE format and were intersected with the new formed annotation to determine their

status (exonic or intronic), using the count command of BEDTools 2.29. The number of exonic and intronic counts for each gene
was then determined, using the same command. The counts were normalized using the length of each feature, and the ratio
exonic count over intronic count was computed (genes that had 0 count on numerator and denominator before calculation were
discarded. When just a part is equal to 0, +1 is added to both parts to avoid division by 0). The average ratio for each gene was
computed for each condition, and the results were plotted using the R package ggplot2.

4.7.5 Metagenes

To select the exons and introns features, we have created firstly metatrancripts as follows:
The exons from all the transcripts of each gene were merged by location using the merge command of BEDTools 2.29, to have

nonredundant segments of exons, and these exons were numbered; Introns were inferred from these exons.
The first exon, first intron, second exon, last intron and last exon were selected for each gene having at least one raw read count

(read count from Kallisto).
The alignment files were converted in BigWig files with RPM normalization (reads per million of mapped reads), using

UCSC tools (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/), and for each part and each gene, the read coverage was
extracted.
The obtained signal was scaled on 100 positions using the R base approx function (allows to compute interpolations), with the

following parameters: method = “linearties = ,”“ordered”
The average, minimum, andmaximum values were computed at each of the 100 positions, and the result was plotted using the

R package ggplot2.

4.7.6 Neoantigen analysis

HLA allotypes fromFFPE and uEVs samples were determined using the tool seq2HLA.Upregulated lncRNAs fromFFPE&uEVs
were selected, and a research of theORFs (start codon=AUG)of themost abundant transcript for each genewas performedusing
TransDecoder (https://transdecoder.github.io/) and the R bioconductor package ORFik https://github.com/Roleren/ORFik. The
translation into peptides from the three frames was performed using the SeqinR R package (Charif & Jean, 2007), and only the
ones with a length > = 8 amino acids were kept. The list of peptides for FFPE and uEVs was given to the tool netMHCpan-4.1
in order to find neoantigens. Only the peptides with an elution ligand rank < = 2 were kept for downstream analysis.

4.7.7 Ribosome profiling analysis

Raw data were extracted from (Hsieh et al., 2012). The Ribosome protect Fragments were defined by counting reads on the
defined putative ORF of the 15 Evs-lncRNA containing, encoding high affinity binding scores neoantigens, and on the ORF of
POLR2A, normalized with the size (TPM).

https://sourceforge.net/projects/subread/files/
https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html
https://www.gencodegenes.org/human/release_32.html
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/admin/exe/linux.x86_64/
https://transdecoder.github.io/
https://github.com/Roleren/ORFik
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. Proteomics and mass spectrometry analyses

4.8.1 Sample preparation

Cell samples were lysed in a buffer containing 8 M urea (Euromedex), 200 mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC, FisherScientific)
for 30 min at room temperature. Lysates were sonicated to decrease viscosity and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 min. The
protein concentration was measured using the BCA assay (Pierce). 60 µg of total protein was reduced by 5 mM dithiothreitol
(DTT, Sigma) for 30 min at 55◦C, alkylated with 10 mM iodoacetamide (IAM, Sigma) for 30 min in the dark. Samples were then
diluted 10-fold with 200 mM ABC to obtain a final concentration of urea of 1 M before overnight digestion with Trypsin-LysC
(Promega) at a 1:50 ratio at 37◦C. Digested samples were acidified with 1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Thermo) for 15 min on ice
and centrifuged at 2000 x g for 15min and purified using 50mg Sep-Pak C18 cartridge (Waters). Peptides were eluted using 40/60
MeCN/H2O + 0.1% formic acid and 1/6 of the starting material was vacuum concentrated to dryness and reconstituted in 10 µl
injection buffer (0.3% TFA) before nano-LC-MS/MS analysis.

4.8.2 LC-MS/MS analysis

Chromatography was performed with an RSLCnano system (Ultimate 3000, Thermo Scientific) coupled online to an Orbitrap
Exploris 480 mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). Peptides were trapped on a C18 column (75 µm inner diameter × 2 cm;
nanoViper Acclaim PepMapTM 100, Thermo Scientific) with buffer A (2/98 MeCN/H2O in 0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of
3.0 µL/min over 4 min. Separation was performed on a 50 cm x 75 µm C18 column (nanoViper Acclaim PepMapTM RSLC, 2
µm, 100Å, Thermo Scientific) regulated to a temperature of 40◦C with a linear gradient of 3% to 32% buffer B (100% MeCN in
0.1% formic acid) at a flow rate of 300 nl/min over 211 min. MS full scans were performed in the ultrahigh-field Orbitrap mass
analyser in ranges m/z 375–1500 with a resolution of 120 000 at m/z 200. The top 20most intense ions were subjected to Orbitrap
for further fragmentation via high-energy collision dissociation (HCD) activation and a resolution of 15 000 with the automatic
gain control (AGC) target set to 100%. We selected ions with charge state from 2+ to 6+ for screening. Normalized collision
energy (NCE) was set at 30 and the dynamic exclusion to 40s.

4.8.3 Data analysis

LncRNA and Neoantigen data base prediction. For identification, the data were searched against the Homo Sapiens
(UP000005640_9606) UniProt database (https://www.expasy.org/resources/uniprotkb-swiss-prot) and our two predicted
databases of PC3 LncRNAORF encoded peptides and uEV-lncRNAORF encoded peptides, using SequestHT through proteome
discoverer (PD version 2.4). These two databases have been built, respectively, from 12,815 lncRNAs with at least one count in
PC3 cell line by RNA sequencing, and from the 228 enriched uEV-lncRNAs. The selection of the ORFs (start codon = AUG) of
the most abundant transcript for each lncRNA was performed using TransDecoder (https://transdecoder.github.io/) and the R
bioconductor package ORFik https://github.com/Roleren/ORFik. We identified 7033 (from PC3) and 167 (from uEVs) lncRNAs
containing ORFs. Translation of these ORFs into peptides from the three frames were performed using the SeqinR R package
(Charif & Jean, 2007), and only the ones with a length > = 8 amino acids were kept. We then obtained 43,387 putative peptides
for the PC3 LncRNAs and 862 putative peptides for enriched uEV-lncRNAs (Extended Data Table 10).
PD enzyme specificity was set to trypsin and a maximum of two miss cleavages sites were allowed. Oxidized methionine,

Met-loss, Met-loss-Acetyl and N-terminal acetylation were set as variable modifications. Carbamidomethylation of cysteins was
set as fixed modification. Maximum allowed mass deviation was set to 10 ppm for monoisotopic precursor ions and 0.02 Da for
MS/MS peaks. The resulting files were further processed usingmyProMS v3.9.3 (Poullet et al., 2007) (https://github.com/bioinfo-
pf-curie/myproms). FDR calculation used Percolator (The et al., 2016) and was set to 1% at the peptide level for the whole study.
Observed retention times from nonmodified peptide (excepted for Carbamidomethylation of cysteins) were averaged across all
samples and plotted against the predicted hydrophobicity index calculated with an SSRCalc-based algorithm (Krokhin et al.,
2004) using the R package ggplot2.
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